Optimization of crushing strength and disintegration time of a high-dose plant extract tablet by neural networks.
Optimization of crushing strength and disintegration time of a high-dose plant extract tablet was reached after extensive experimentation. Effects of the processing parameters, like compression force and tooling, and also of the excipients were found to be significant. Best results for both disintegration time and crushing strength were obtained with a plant extract that was granulated by roller compaction before compression. To gain more information about the different effects, artificial neural networks (ANNs) and a conventional multivariate method (partial least squares [PLS]) were used for data analysis. The topologies of the neural networks of the feed-forward type were optimized manually and by pruning methods. All methods were tested for contemplated parameters, crushing strength, and disintegration time. In general, ANNs were found to be more successful in characterizing the effects that influence crushing strength and disintegration time than the conventional multivariate methods.